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Introduction

EDIBLE WILD PLANTS OF THE HIMALAYAS

Family I–RANUNCULACEAE
(Chambal and Kalonji Kul; Buttercup or Crowfoot Family)

Family II–DILLENIACEAE
(Chalta Kul; Dillenia Family)

Family III–MAGNOLIACEAE
(Champa Kul; Magnolia Family)

Family IV–ANNONACEAE
(Sitaphal Kul; Custard-apple Family)

Family V–MENISPERMACEAE
(Giloe and Kakmari Kul; Moonseed Family)
Family VI–BERBERIDACEAE
(Chitra or Daruhaldi Kul; Barberry Family) 27

Family VII–NYMPHAECACEAE
(Kamal Kul; Water-lily or Lotus Family) 35

Family VIII–CRUCIFERAE (Brassicaceae)
(Rai and Sarson Kul; Mustard Family) 39

Family IX–CAPPARACEAE
(Karir Kul; Caper Family) 47

Family X–FLACOURTIACEAE
(Paniamalak and Chaulmoogra Kul;
Flacourtia and Chaulmoogra Family) 51

Family XI–CARYOPHYLLACEAE
(Panchnakhar Kul; Pink and Carnation Family) 60

Family XII–PORTULACACEAE
(Kulfa Kul; Purslane Family) 63

Family XIII–GUTTIFERAE (Clusiaceae)
(Nagkesar and Kokam Kul; Gamboge and Mangosteen Family) 65

Family XIV–THEACEAE
(Chae Kul; Tea Family) 75

Family XV–DIPTEROCARPACEAE
(Gurjun and Sal Kul; Dammar Family) 76

Family XVI–MALVACEAE
(Sonchal and Bhindi Kul; Mallow Family) 77

Family XVII–BOMBACACEAE
(Semul Kul; Kapok Family) 82

Family XVIII–STERCULIACEAE
(Karaya and Chocolate Kul; Sterculia and Cocoa Family) 83

Family XIX–TILIACEAE
(Patsan and Phalsa Kul; Linden and Jute Family) 94

Family XX–ELAEOCARPACEAE
(Rudraksha Kul) 105

Family XXI–ZYGOPHYLLACEAE
(Alethi and Gokhru Kul; Bean-caper or Guaiacum Family) 109

Family XXII–OXALIDACEAE
(Ambuti Kul; Wood-Sorrel Family) 112
| Family XXIII–BALSAMINACEAE               |
| (Gul-mehndi Kul; Balsam Family)         |
| Family XXIV–RUTACEAE                    |
| (Sadab or Nimbu Kul; Rue Family)        |
| Family XXV–SIMAROUBACEAE                |
| (Dev-nimb or Maharukh Kul; Quassia and Ailanthus Family) |
| Family XXVI–BURSERACEAE                 |
| (Chitraka and Salai Kul; Balsam or Torchwood Family) |
| Family XXVII–MELIACEAE                  |
| (Bakain and Neem Kul; Neem and Mahogany Family) |
| Family XXVIII–OLACACEAE                 |
| (Dheniani Kul; Olax Family)             |
| Family XXIX–ICACINACEAE                 |
| (Puvanna Kul; Mappia Family)            |
| Family XXX–CELASTRACEAE                 |
| (Malkangni Kul; Staff-tree Family)       |
| Family XXXI–RHAMNACEAE                  |
| (Rakt-rohid and Ber Kul; Buckthorn Family) |
| Family XXXII–VITACEAE (Ampelidaceae)    |
| (Angur or Drakhsha Kul; Vine Family)     |
| Family XXXIII–STAPHYLEACEAE             |
| (Nag-daun Kul; Bladdernut Family)       |
| Family XXXIV–ACERACEAE                  |
| (Kabashi Kul; Maple Family)             |
| Family XXXV–SAPINDACEAE                 |
| (Ritha Kul; Soap-nut Family)            |
| Family XXXVI–SABIACEAE                  |
| (Lahari Kul; Sabia Family)              |
| Family XXXVII–ANACARDIACEAE             |
| (Kaju and Aam Kul; Cashew-nut Family)    |
| Family XXXVIII–CONNARACEAE              |
| (Sundar Kul)                           |
| Family XXXIX–PAPILIONACEAE              |
| (Dal or Phali Kul; Pulse or Bean Family) |
Family XL–CAESALPINIACEAE  
(Imli and Latakaranj Kul; Cassia and Caesalpinia Family) 207

Family XLI–MIMOSACEAE  
(Lajjalu and Babul Kul; Mimosa and Acacia Family) 217

Family XLII–ROSACEAE  
(Gulab Kul; Rose Family) 222

Family XLIII–SAXIFRAGACEAE  
(Pashanbheda Kul; Saxifrage Family) 241

Family XLIV–CRASSULACEAE  
(Hemasagara Kul; Orpine and Houseleek Family) 242

Family XLV–HAMAMELIDACEAE  
(Jutili or Killar Kul; Witch-hazel Family) 243

Family XLVI–COMBRETACEAE  
(Roel and Harar Kul; Combretum and Myrobalan Family) 244

Family XLVII–MYRTACEAE  
(Jambu and Vilayati-mehndi Kul; Myrtle Family) 246

Family XLVIII–LECYTHIDACEAE  
(Kumbhi Kul) 253

Family XLIX–MELASTOMATACEAE  
(Phutki Kul; Melastoma Family) 254

Family L–LYTHRACEAE  
(Mehndi Kul; Loosestrife Family) 255

Family LI–PUNICACEAE  
(Anar or Dalim Kul; Pomegranate Family) 256

Family LII–ONAGRACEAE  
(Singhara Kul; Evening Primrose and Water Chestnut Family) 257

Family LIII–CUCURBITACEAE  
(Kaddu Kul; Gourd Family) 258

Family LIV–BEGONIACEAE  
(Begonia Family) 266

Family LV–CACTACEAE  
(Nagphani Kul; Cactus Family) 267

Family LVI–AIZOACEAE (Ficoidaceae)  
(Parpataka Kul; Carpetweed Family) 267
Family LVII–UMBELLIFERAE (Apiaceae)
(Dhaniya and Ajamoda Kul; Carrot and Celery Family) 269

Family LVIII –ARALIACEAE
(Tapamari Kul; Ivy and Ginseng Family) 271

Family LIX–CORNACEAE
(Kagsha Kul; Cornel or Dogwood Family) 273

Family LX–CAPRIFOLIACEAE
(Bhatnoi Kul; Honeysuckle Family) 275

Family LXI–RUBIACEAE
(Manjishtha Kul; Madder and Coffee Family) 279

Family LXII–DIPSACACEAE
(Uppalhak or Burash Kul; Teasel Family) 292

Family LXIII–COMPOSITAE (Asteraceae)
(Suryamukhi Kul; Sunflower Family) 296

Family LXIV–CAMPANULACEAE
(Ghanta-pushp Kul; Bellflower Family) 303

Family LXV–ERICACEAE
(Burans or Chimal Kul; Heath and Rhododendron Family) 304

Family LXVI–VACCINIACEAE
(Kesa-prum or Neelbadri Kul) 305

Family LXVII–PRIMULACEAE
(Jalkutra Kul; Primrose Family) 306

Family LXVIII–MYRSINACEAE
(Baibrang and Rikhdalmi Kul; Myrsine and Ardisia Family) 307

Family LXIX–SAPOTACEAE
(Mahua Kul; Sapodilla and Mahua Family) 313

Family LXX–EBENACEAE
(Tendu or Abnus Kul; Ebony Family) 315

Family LXXI–OLEACEAE
(Zaitun Kul; Olive Family) 318

Family LXXII–APOCYNACEAE
(Karaunda or Sarpagandha Kul; Dogbane and Oleander Family) 319

Family LXXIII–ASCLEPIDACEAE
(Kakatundi and Ak Kul; Asclepias Family) 323
Family LXXIV–LOGANIAECEAE
(Vishatindu or Kuchla Kul; Nux-vomica Family) 329

Family LXXV–BORAGINACEAE
(Lasora Kul; Borage and Sebesten Family) 330

Family LXXVI–CONVOLVULACEAE
(Harinpadi and Shakar-alu Kal; Convolvulus and Sweet-potato Family) 335

Family LXXVII–SOLANACEAE
(Alu Kul; Nightshade and Datura Family) 339

Family LXXVIII–GESNERIACEAE
(Nalsuman Kul) 348

Family LXXIX–BIGNONIACEAE
(Bignoroa and Suknas Kul; Bignonia Family) 348

Family LXXX–ACANTHACEAE
(Harikush and Bansha Kul; Sea Holly Family) 349

Family LXXXI–VERBENACEAE
(Karaita and Saguwan Kul; Verbena and Teak Family) 351

Family LXXXII–LABIATAE (Lamiaceae)
(Tulsi Kul; Mint and Sage Family) 357

Family LXXXIII–NYCTAGINACEAE
(Punarnava or Sandhya-kali Kul; Four-o’clock Family) 362

Family LXXXIV–AMARANTHACEAE
(Chaulai Kul; Amaranthus Family) 365

Family LXXXV–CHENOPODIACEAE
(Bathua Kul; Goosefoot Family) 371

Family LXXXVI–PHYTOLACCACEAE
(Rinsag Kul; Pokeweed or Sweet Belladonna Family) 376

Family LXXXVII–POLYGONACEAE
(Nisomali Kul; Buckwheat and Rhubarb Family) 377

Family LXXXVIII–SAURURACEAE
(Lizard’s-tail Family) 388

Family LXXXIX.–MYRISTICACEAE
(Jaiphal Kul; Nutmeg Family) 388

Family XC–LAURACEAE
(Dalchini Kul; Laurel Family) 389
Family XCI–PROTEACEAE  
(Madhukshup Kul; Protea Family) 391

Family XCII–ELAEAGNACEAE  
(Kankoli Kul; Oleaster Family) 391

Family XCIII–SANTALACEAE  
(Chandan Kul; Sandalwood Family) 395

Family XCIV–EUPHORBIACEAE  
(Dudhi and Arand Kul; Spurge and Castor-oil Family) 395

Family XCV–ULMACEAE  
(Kain Kul; Elm Family) 409

Family XCVI–MORACEAE  
(Shahtut Kul; Mulberry Family) 413

Family XCVII–CANNABACEAE  
(Vijaya Kul; Hemp Family) 429

Family XCVIII–URTICACEAE  
(Bichhu Kul; Nettle Family) 430

Family XCIX–JUGLANDACEAE  
(Akhrot Kul; Walnut Family) 439

Family C–MYRICACEAE  
(Kaiphal Kul; Sweet-gale Family) 440

Family CI–BETULACEAE  
(Bhojpatra Kul; Birch Family) 442

Family CII–FAGACEAE  
(Banj Kul; Beech Family) 445

Family CIII–GNETACEAE  
(Kodkamballi Kul; Joint-fir Family) 451

Family CIV–PINACEAE  
(Chir or Saral Kul; Pine Family) 455

Family CV–TAXACEAE  
(Thuniara Kul; Yew Family) 457

Family CVI–GINKGOACEAE  
(Vyajanparna Kul; Ginkgo Family) 458

Family CVII–CYCADACEAE  
(Perita or Kangutal Kul; Cycas Family) 459

Family CVIII–MUSACEAE  
(Kola Kul; Banana Family) 460
Family CIX–ZINGIBERACEAE  
(Adraka Kul; Ginger Family) 463

Family CX–HYPOXIDACEAE  
(Kalimusli Kul) 465

Family CXI–DIOSCOREACEAE  
(Zaminkand Kul; Yam Family) 466

Family CXII–AMARYLLIDACEAE  
(Shrinalini Kul; Amaryllis Family) 474

Family CXIII–AGAVACEAE  
(Banskeora Kul; Agave Family) 478

Family CXIV–LILIACEAE  
(Nalini Kul; Lily Family) 478

Family CXV–PONTEDERIACEAE  
(Neelshooki Kul; Pickerelweed Family) 488

Family CXVI–COMMELINACEAE  
(Kanchar Kul; Spiderwort Family) 489

Family CXVII–PALMAE (Arecaceae)  
(Tad and Supari Kul; Palm Family) 491

Family CXVIII–TYPHACEAE  
(Hathighas Kul; Cattail Family) 498

Family CXIX–ARACEAE  
(Suran Kul; Arum Family) 500

Family CXX–ALISMATACEAE  
(Jalparni Kul) 504

Family CXXI–APONOGETONACEAE  
(Neershri Kul) 506

Family CXXII–CYPERACEAE  
(Nagarmotha Kul; Sedge Family) 507

Family CXXIII–GRAMINEAE (Poaceae)  
(Ghas Kul; Grass Family) 510

Family CXXIV–CYATHEACEAE  
(Pashien or Mahaparnang Kul) 525

Family CXXV–POLYPODIACEAE  
(Lunger or Nagnguchunyo Kul; Polypody Family) 526

Family CXXVI–ADIANTACEAE  
(Hanspadi Kul; Maidenhair Fern Family) 530
Family CXXVII–GLEICHENIACEAE
(Sarpishif parnanga Kul) 531

Family CXXVIII–MARSILEACEAE
(Chatusparnak Kul) 531

Family CXXIX–MARATTIACEAE
(Pustparnang Kul) 533

Family CXXX–OPHIOGLOSSACEAE
(Jibhpatra Kul; Adder’s-tongue Family) 534

Family CXXXI–EQUISETACEAE
(Matti or Ashvavar Kul; Horsetail Family) 537

Index to Scientific Names 539

Index to Local Names, English Names, etc. 557
Introduction

Shown below is a young mango plant (seedling). Such a plant has a system of \textit{roots} below ground, and \textit{stem} and \textit{leaves} above ground. The distinction into stem, leaves and roots is a recognised essential feature of all higher plants, nevertheless, occasionally the differentiation may never be sharply marked. Thus turmeric, onion, or cardamom plants are apparently a bunch of leaves springing directly from ground and show hardly any stem above ground; asparagus or cactus are known to be destitute of leaves. While as a rule plants are rooted to the ground, a few plants are so to say, aerially situated permanently nesting on trees and other suitable support, with their roots clasping the host or
freely hanging in ‘air. Further, growing parasitically on host plant the mistle-toe neither has normal roots nor direct ground contact. Then, there are also what are called’ water plants’ that are either totally submerged or remaining floating with their roots alone immersed in water. It is a thrilling experience to observe the emergence of the embryonic root and then of shoot, say from a germinating gram, and the gradual unfolding of leaves in seedlings.

Classifying the plant forms under trees, shrubs, or herbs, etc., is helpful to a considerable extent, for their study. We call the tall or gigantic woody-stemmed species as trees, e.g., mango tree, and walnut tree; those plant, of about the height of oleander (nerium) or coffee plant, which are often bushy lacking in a prominent central stem, are called shrubs. Small plants such as coriander and pudina with tender stems possessing little or no wood are known as herbs. Species with very long but slender stems and by themselves too week to stand freely upright, often climb high up depending on trees, walls, etc., for support or just keep creeping on the ground. Such plants come under the grouping of climbers throughout this book.

Interest in leaves in plant identification is well known. They often exhibit specific forms varying from the very narrow, strap-shaped and parallel-edged type as in grasses, to circular type as in lotus, with several integrating forms, such as lance-shaped (mango leaf vide supra), egg-shaped (banyan leaf) and heart-shaped (peepal or betel leaf) types. A leaf described as elliptic has essentially an oval outline but is broadest at the middle narrowing down to either extremities to sharp angle. Leaves that are only a few times longer than broad with parallel edges and with rounded base as well as tip are termed oblong. The mango leaf may further be described as a green-coloured flat expansion (leaf blade) spread out at the end of a rod-like stalk or petiole. Leaves with these essential features of a simple flat ‘blade’ on a cylindric stalk, characterise great many kinds (species) of plants. Further, the margins or edges of leaf blade are known to be occasionally cut into teeth, or notched into lobes, resulting in a toothed- or lobed-leaf respectively. Also known is compound leaf which is described to be composed of two or more separate leaf-like parts called leaflets, which are articulated at one point (e.g., semul leaf), or are often arranged in the manner of barbs in a feather (e.g., curry leaf and coconut palm leaf).

The angle of attachment between leaf and stem is known as leaf axil, a term applied often to denote the position notably of flowers on the plant. Thus axillary flower means, the flower is borne in the axil of leaf.

Flowers, the highly specialized reproductive organs of plants, are so very familiar to us that it should never be difficult to get thoroughly acquainted with the different parts that make up a complete flower. When a rose flower is superficially searched one discovers:

(i) The outermost 5 green lobes (called sepals), arranged in a regular circle and collectively known as calyx, followed by.

(ii) One or more sets or rows of the brightly coloured parts known individually as petals while collectively as corolla. Corolla is the most conspicuous part of rose and most other flowers.
(iii) Next to the corolla, are the male sex organs designated as stamens. Each stamen consists of a thread-like sterile stalk called filament with a swollen fertile part, called anther, at the tip; anther produces the fertilizing powder-like pollen that ultimately gives rise to male sperm.

(iv) Following the stamens in the very centre of rose flower is a bunch of female sex organs known as carpels each distinguishable into a basal part called ovary produced above into a thread-like structure or style with a broad tip called stigma, the recipient of pollen; ovary contains each an ‘egg’ known botanically as ovule.

Viewed from above, what appears as a minute brush in the centre of a rose flower comprises thready carpels and stamens bordered by the large showy petals supported on the calyx.

Rose is an example of bisexual flower, as it possesses both stamens and carpels. Flowers are known as unisexual when they contain either only male or only female organs; in a male flower, carpel is absent or non-functionary being abortive and vice versa in a female flower. Flowers of red-gourd (kaddu), maize or castoroil are unisexual, however the male and female flowers both are borne on one and the same individual plant. A complete sex differentiation is nevertheless known to be characteristic of a few flower-bearing species such as the date palm where an individual tree is either male or is female and therefore producing either only male or only female blossom respectively.

Flowers may be borne singly, or more often in a cluster, the latter is known as inflorescence in botanical language. Often leaf-like green accessory parts known as bracts or/and bracteoles are associated with flowers or inflorescence.

Normally the ovary alone is known to undergo rapid developmental changes soon after the fertilization and get wholly transformed into a novel organ the so called fruit, such as the mango. Often extracarpellary elements are also known to develop in association with the fruit, occasionally imparting a distinctive disguise to the latter. Thus in case of apples and pears, it has been established that the tip of the flower stalk which becomes swollen and fleshy, engulfs the ovary in the ripening process, and forms the edible portion of these fruits. The well-known fig is derived from an entire flower cluster or inflorescence, the whole transforming into one single ‘fruit’. This last type to which mulberry fruit also belongs may be recognized in a strict sense as multiple type fruit. Occasionally also the free carpels of a single flower grow into separate fruit-like parts known scientifically as fruitlets.

Fruits are important aids of plant identification and often are of wide economic interest. There are several kinds of fruits and hence it is necessary that, for their correct recognition, a clear distinction of the different parts (such as skin, fleshy or juicy part and hard ‘stone’ containing seed in a ripened mango), that characterize a fruit, has to be made. Fruits which are of a fleshy nature of the mango type containing woody seed vessel or stone (endocarp) are known as drupes. Cherry, plum, and apricot are other popular examples of drupe. Tomato, brinjal, grape or banana (which may be described to possess a soft undifferentiated flesh or pulp), being devoid of the hard inner layer or stone, are classified as berries (singular berry) in the botanical sense of
the term. All fruits on the other hand do not become fleshy. Thus the hard-shelled, l-seeded acorns and buckwheat referable as true nuts, are a type of fruits of non-fleshy or dry nature. In common usage however, the terms berry and nut have been indiscriminately used, which should not be confused with their correct application in this book. It is of common knowledge that certain fruits such as bhendi on reaching maturity soon so to say, start drying even while still on parent plant, till finally they burst open for delivery and an effective disposal of seeds loosely contained in them. This type of fruit is recognized as capsule.

Seed is a post-fertilized matured ovule and is best known to protect the dormant embryo or baby plant contained in it. It is the embryo that sprouts when seed is sown, and grows into an offspring (mango seedling vide supra). In addition to embryo, a seed of the kind of mango or gram possesses one pair of fleshy parts (seed leaves or cotyledons), occupying fully the seed cavity within the leathery skin called seed coat. The cotyledons together with the attached minute embryo lying between them, constitute seed-kernel. The kernel of castor-oil seed comprises, on the other hand, an oily flesh or albumen called endosperm in the middle of which are lodged the pair of thin papery cotyledons and minute embryo. Betel nut is characterised by a single cotyledon which is but a minute body; the major part of the seed is occupied by the familiar endosperm chewed with pan. In a few cases such as lotus, nutmeg and litchi, an additional flesh termed aril grows over the seed; thus mace of commerce is the botanically recognised aril of nutmeg.

As generally recognised seed is a separate entity. Occasionally as in the l-seeded grain of maize, the fruit wall and seed getting completely united, remain unseparable one from the other and what is really a fruit is commonly mistaken for seed. Their correct identification can however be readily fixed from floral vestiges associated with them. Sunflower ‘seed’ is thus actually a fruit contrary to what it is wrongly called and its distinction is evident from the scar of fallen style present at its tip.

Plants include a great variety of forms, and it would be extremely difficult to get their acquaintance without arranging them into groups or classes. Those characterised by flowers are referred to a single group known as Flowering Plants which also possess, in addition, the most highly developed system of roots, stem and leaves of the type described above. Nearest relatives of flowering plants are cone-bearing plants, such as pines, and cycads. Plants are also known to us as ferns, mosses, mushrooms, moulds and seaweeds, which so to say do not produce flowers. In a general way, as one gets scientifically acquainted with the major plant groups, one will recognise more and more the differences or the similarities presented by them: a group of plants produce flowers (e.g., rose), the fern does not, though both rose as well as fern have stem, roots and leaves. Mosses are much more delicate plants with only stem and leaves but devoid of roots; mushrooms, and seaweeds are still more simple possessing no true stem, leaves or roots. There is thus an infinite variety and profusion of forms present in the kingdom of plants. We know at least 200,000 kinds of flowering plants and the number of lower plants–ferns, mosses, fungi, algae, bacteria–not likely to be smaller. Bacteria which are amongst the tiniest forms of plant life, are so small that they can be seen only when magnified through a microscope. Moulds, mildews and mushrooms together constitute a large group of lower plants known as fungi. Some
of the mushrooms like the morel or morchella (guchhi) and agaricus (dhingri and khumb) are amongst the most prized edible articles and are sold at very high prices in the market.

Flowering plants, on the other hand supply almost all the variety of greens, roots, leaves, flowers, fruits and seeds that we eat every day for our sustenance. Most of these vegetables and fruits are the produce of long continuous cultivation, but among wild plants occurring in the Himalayas there are over 500 such which could provide a vast choice to satisfy the primary needs of hunger and taste. These as well as the few conifers and ferns have been dealt with in this work under their Latin names which alone have uniform application and are the only internationally understood plant names. Well-known English names have also been added. Further, Indian Names of plants by which they are known in the region have been included in every case.

In order further to facilitate the recognition of plants, the species dealt with in the book have been combined in botanical families (kul) that are broken into genera (vansh), because plants of a family closely resemble each other in many respects, while those of a genus still more so.